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Dear Valued Broker,

Our experience in recent renewal years has revealed understatement of detail and value of assets of the insured which 

compromises the insured benefits under the policy.

As a reminder to all brokers, in addition to other policy conditions for a claim to be valid in terms of the policy 

contract, the insured must be in a position to prove that the item(s) claimed for are included in the insured value 

as declared to the broker by the insured Municipality at the inception of insurance.

For some years now we have been reminding supporting brokers to ensure that the insured values declared at the 

commencement date of any insurance period, including all endorsements, corresponds to the assets register submitted 

to the insurer.

We have had instances where brokers submit Municipal's own internal accounting assets registers without checking if 

they reconcile to the values as declared.

As a reminder we provide insurance for your clients assets based on replacement value and not depreciated values, 

which call upon all brokers to ensure that the sum insured as stated in the assets listing reflects the replacement value of 

the item claimed for.

Regarding the motor fleets, we again are reminding brokers that we are insuring units (numbers) but there must be a real 

tangible asset/vehicle substantiating these units. There must be a list of all vehicles corresponding to the list of units as 

reflected on the policy specification. It is therefore critical that brokers need to ensure that the policy specification 

corresponds to the list provided. 

The consequence of understated or incorrectly disclosed risk information  may lead to rejection of claims on all vehicles 

and assets not listed in registers.

Equally so, the assets register declaration must be updated on a regular basis by the insured and the insurer must be 

kept informed if there is changes to the register provided previously to ensure uninterrupted processing of claims.

We have noted a practice with some tenders where the municipality would provide a so called “Insurance Assets 

declaration register” in the tender specification. Brokers inadvertently submit the summary of the tender specification 

and ignore the rest of the information contained in the tender specification without extracting such critical information 

required. The result of this action is  insurers are provided with Insurance Assets declaration register” and not the 

detailed information per the tender specification.

We are encouraging all brokers to carefully peruse tender documents and extract this critical information for insurance 

purposes and disclose the register and not provide I depreciated assets listings.

If brokers have not submitted their insured's assets registers, they are urgently required to do so as soon as reasonably 

possible.
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